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Project Name

Project Location and Limits

Contact

Brief Description of Project 

Project Impetus 

Project Goals

Estimated Cost of Project (if known)

Funding Sources (if known)

Describe project context, including adjacent land uses, neighborhood character, and existing transportation system

Classi cation of a ected street(s)

PROJECT INFO

CONSISTENCY WITH COMPLETE STREETS POLICY & GUIDING PRINCIPLES

Appendix A

APPENDIX A: PROJECT REQUEST FORM
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Describe how proposed project supports Guiding Principles for Complete Streets. 

See page 16 of this Manual for descriptions of each principle.

Safety and slow vehicle speeds

Connectivity

Human health

Livability

Context

Equity

Aesthetics

Economic development

Environment

Appendix A


	PROJECT INFO: 
	Project Name: Legion Avenue Bike Lane
	Project Location and Limits: Legion Avenue from the Boulevard to Dwight Street
	Contact: 
	Brief Description of Project: A dedicated bike lane along Legion Avenue from the Boulevard to Dwight Street would help to calm traffic along the corridor by narrowing travel lanes and providing cyclists with an eastbound route towards the medical district from the Hill, West River and Dwight where currently there is only a partial westbound bike lane along MLK Boulevard.
	Project Impetus: Route 34 West is on the verge of being redeveloped as a mixed-income, mixed use residential, business, and bio-medical neighborhood and district, yet traversing the corridor are two major arterial roadways that will make the district undesirable and unpleasant to walk, bike, live, work, and shop along. Cycling has grown to become a major mode of transportation and recreation in the city in recent years and dedicated infrastructure can help to serve this growing population and expand the number of cyclists in the city.
	Project Goals: To create a dedicated bike lane along Legion Avenue to connect residents of the Hill, West River, and Dwight to the medical district and Downtown with a safe route that will serve existing cyclists and encourage new riders to use the infrastructure. Adding dedicated on-street parking and a bike lane to Legion Avenue will narrow travel lanes in order to calm traffic and make pedestrian crossings more functional.
	Estimated Cost of Project if known: $250,000
	Funding Sources if known: Permit fees and sale of development parcels along Route 34 West, State's Community Connectivity Program
	Describe project context including adjacent land uses neighborhood character and existing transportation system: Legion Avenue is classified as a principal arterial by ConnDOT and a major road by the City of New Haven. Legion Avenue was originally named Oak Street and was the heart of the City's Jewish community in the 19th and early 20th century. In the 1950s, the neighborhood was targeted for redevelopment and highway construction, which resulted in the demolition of the north side of the street and the present one-way configuration. To the west, the avenue begins as two wide eastbound travel lanes and on-street parking at West River Memorial Park where it passes by an isolated cluster of homes, Evergreen Cemetery, and surface parking lots. West of Sherman Avenue, the surface parking lots continue to the north and the Hill neighborhood with a mix of houses, apartments, churches, and schools emerges to the south. Past Orchard Street, the scale shifts to large institutional buildings as one approaches the medical district. 
	Classification of affected streets: major road, other principal arterial
	Describe how proposed project supports Guiding Principles for Complete Streets See page 16 of this Manual for descriptions of each principle: 
	Safety and slow vehicle speeds: Adding a dedicated 5-foot bike lane to the south side of Legion Avenue would require that travel lanes be narrowed to 10-feet thus encouraging drivers to drive slowly and be more aware of their surroundings.
	Connectivity: Legion Avenue connects residents of the Hill, West River, and Dwight with the medical district, Downtown, and several parks. Currently, nearly all transportation infrastructure along the corridor is dedicated to automobiles, aside from a short detour of the Milford-bound O-Bus. 
	Human health: Cycling is a healthy activity that builds heart and muscle strength. Providing dedicated cycling infrastructure promotes use and decreases driving thus reduces emissions from cars.
	Livability: Currently, vehicles speed down Legion Avenue from the Boulevard - making noise and causing intersections to become dangerous to cross for pedestrians. Calming traffic would greatly reduce noise and allow pedestrians to more easily cross at intersections.
	Context: There are plans to extend the MLK Bike Lane west of Downtown. Similarly, there should be an eastbound bike lane along Legion to facilitate travel back and forth. Route 34 West is also on the verge of redevelopment, which should be encouraged to be oriented towards walking, biking, and transit use rather than automobile-oriented as the corridor has been for the last 50 years.
	Equity: Cycling is an activity that includes all age and social groups who currently do not benefit from the automobile-dominated design of the Route 34 West corridor. Legion Avenue primarily serves commuters from outside of New Haven to the medical district and highways, while bikes lanes primarily serve local transportation needs that would be directed towards the adjacent neighborhoods.
	Aesthetics: Painted bike lanes and improved intersection crosswalks reduce the appearance of asphalt along the street, and safer pedestrian and cycling infrastructure increase activity on the street, thus resulting in a more active and aesthetically pleasing space.
	Economic development: Bike lanes have been shown to increase adjacent property values, which can be an important part in making a neighborhood a more desirable place to live and invest. 
	Environment: Dedicated cycling infrastructure would provide an alternative to driving for nearby residents, which could reduce the amount and distance that people need to drive, thus reducing car emissions. 


